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HATONN

Let us reason together as the
confusion mounts and comounds upon your place. I am
R atom-r m service unto God
and Man. Saalome’
TODAYS

WATCH

Chelas, chelas, chelas--logic
and
reason--LOGIC
AND
REASON.
LOOK AT THE
WHOLE!
You have a most serious mess
going on in your Middle East.
You have politicians who were
deadly enemies meeting for tea
and crumpets daily--you have a
President performing in the capacity
of an
INTERNATIONAL
WORLD
PRESIDENT!
But--you still have
Russia
with
total
space
supremacy and charter law of
the UN that says the commander of the UN military forces
WILL BE RUSSIAN!
WHAT YOU HAVE HERE IS
THE PULLING
TOGETHER
OF THE GLOBAL WORLD ORDER DRESSED IN DISGUISE
OF NEIGHBORLY
CARE AND
TENDING.

You have big gushy whoopla
over reduction in conventional
arms--who cares? Do you actually believe there will be control of anything through conventional arms?
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SINCE RUSSIA HAS THE
SUPREMACY
OF
MILITARY
CONTROL
AND
RUSSIA IS, BY LAW OF
THEUN,INCOMMANDOF
THE MILITARY FORCES, IS
IT NOT LIKELY THE ARRANGEMENTS
WILL BE
MADE TO COME INTO
AGREEMENT
AND SPLIT
UP THESE SPOILS?--ESPECIALLY SINCE RUSSIA IS
RELEASING ALL HER REPUBLICS, AT ANY RATE?

which to ponder-if push comes
to shove, the U.S. Elite will
blast Israel off the map, if necessary, while the Zionist faction
finds safety within the halls of
security in the two nations. Remember, the Russians despise
the Khazar Zionists and viceversa. Israel is the fly in this
perfect ointment and in the
ending she will go to war and
pull in the major nation in the
Far East--China. Oh, it will be
a most dandy war, my friends!

THE U.S. DiD NOT ACCOMPLISH
THAT WHICH WAS
PROJECTED
TO YOU THE
PEOPLE AS PLANNED, WITH
THE SHUTTLE
VOYAGE!!!

Saddam is moving a quarter of
a million troops into Kuwait
this day to shore up the lines of
The Iraqis, further,
defense.
announce they will bomb Israel
if the U.S. acts in an aggressive
What does this tell
manner.
you? It should tell you that you
haven’t the foggiest* notion
about what is going on in Israel
nor their immediate plans
for
,
incidents.
LET ME OUTLINE THE
PLAN UNFOLDING

OUT WAR PRECIPITATRVG
NEED FOR THE U.S. TO BEWITH
COME
INVOLVED
IRAQ. I WARN YOU-NOTHING IS TOO HEINOUS
TO
EVEN SLOW UP THE ONE
WORLD PLANNERS!
NOTHING! I will give you this upon
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You see, the major players do
not inform the minor players of
the game plan and, therefore,
no one understands what is
REMEMBER
taking
lace.
THE 8 NES WHO RULE
THE
UN’ WITH TOTAL
POWER!
Where is your wondrous President playing hop-sketch this
week?
OF COURSE!
But

where is Israel?
you a fantasy!

Let me paint

By the way--what hap ened to
your 3 and l/2 years o Ppeace as
prophesied?
Dear ones, the
very term “peace” is a reco -tion of global appearance o /Yno
war. You have painted yourselves into a comer. Now, no
war does NOT mean prosperity--only “no war”. This is because the plan is to disarm the
weaker nations of the world in
total and ALL CITIZENS!
Well, you say, then where
would that
rophesied “war’
come from? 8 hina!
Further, as you have moved alI
of your military force into
Saudi Arabia, you have left
your own nest totally untended!
Worse, we have written about
the Viet Cong demolitions experts along your Mississippi
River bridges and the infiltration along the entire length of
your Canadian and Mexican
borders--by Asians. I suggest
all of you go back as rapidly as
possible
and
re-read
the
information given unto you in
prior writings.
You have
nothing with which to defend
yourselves and there are foreign arms depots spaced at
regular intervals the entire
length of both your northern
and southern
borders--along
with Russian missiles in place
in both coastal areas, East and
West. YOU DO NOT HAVE
MILlTARY
SUPREMACY
SO THE ONLY THING YOU
CAN DO IS CAPITULATE
OR HAVE A SUCCESSFUL
NUCLEAR FIRST STRIKE.
The Global Cartel is, this week,
getting the treaties, money arrangements and plans in place
to solidify the European sectors
within the Global Control network. The error is that Israel
does not plan on being static-except that she is promised that

AFTER
the Global Cartel
takes over, she will be GIVEN
the lands she claims to want.
Further, she already has control of your Congress and is assured steady financial stability
as long as the U.S. is economically stable.
You seem to think that Russia
accidentally got into this plight
of ap arent loss of powerFOR&T
SUCH A DREAM.
Russia is exactly where Russia
plans to be--supreme control of
power joined with the Banking
Cartel-a
marriage made in
Hell, dear friends. The Soviets
told you that they would “bury”
you, that they would take the
world and further, they would
take the U.S. without having to
fire a shot!
Will you have war in Iraq?
Probably, unless reason can be
brought to bear of the hopelessness of the plight of the dissenting nations of the Middle
East and the Jihad can be shut
down. You will note this day
that Mr. Bush shut out King
Hussein of Jordan from his roster of visits because he still arbitrates for Iraq to great extent.
Now all you need are some nice
big disasters on the home front
in national America and you
will cement the people into distraction and the Global Planners can do anything they want
and you won’t even notice.
The world is still sleeping,
chelas, and fails to realize the
script has already been written
and played--you are but running through the lines again!
You show no signs of actually
changing the plot nor the ending thereof. But there must be
a remnant who does survive
and who moves along with this
earth on her journey.
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PEACE EVER-AFTER
After the smoke clears, you will
be presented with the “peaceever-after*’ speeches. A world
in unison and wondrous peace-AND, IT WILL REALLY
LOOK GOOD TO YOU! Further, it will “feel” good to you-for about three and a half
years. Then the one in power
will change his/her spots, little
blind lambs-and 29 years of
war will look very long indeed!
You show no signs of moving
from the blueprint you have
laid forth in all the ,prophecies.
YOU ARE IN THE COUNTDOWN!
There can be no sham of the
Congress being allowed to approve or denounce war in the
halls of Constitutional Order.
If Congress declares war--that
means the U.S. has declared
war and that would ruin the
whole facade of UN military
control.
If war is necessary,
and it likely will be to some extent--and on the ground because the people of the Middle
East have no air power at all
and can be squashed by your
tanks and armor--it will be
through simple Executive Order under the sham of UN
proclamation.
,
WHAT HAS CHANGED?
Nothing, and moreover, you
ones will have so many problems that you will be so relieved to not have a war that
you will capitulate to anything.
Your world is under “capture”
and “surrender” right this moment--the
war having been
fought on the tables of power
and the ‘surrender from the
ones having nothing to eat and
no means of warfare left to
them. And you thought nothing was happening on the war
front during this dark of the
moon--sic, sic. Naked aggres-
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Dear hearts, the only
sion?
problem is that all players are
as ignorant of truth as are you
little citizens-and someone is
going to push the wrong hate
button and blood will flow like
sand blowing across that desert
where sit your children.
Saddam will come under control at some point but it will
likely be through death and
death of many Iraqi people.
You see, as the U.S. and Russia
join forces, there will be no
recognition of past treaties or
friendshi s for there is no
honor! i! ussia can sit in space
and pin-point Saddam’s strong
holds and Saddam knows it.
Russia has no intent of haying
her advisers blown away. This
has been the biggest confrontation between two world powers
of your earth experience so far.
All the while they smile at each
other they are working out your
control in the most effective
manner while still reducing the
population upon your globe.
You see, you must reduce the
population upon your globe for
you have become a welfare
world and it can no longer be
tolerated!
BUT YOU SAID--HATUNNI .
I told you that which was laid to
“planning” papers! Please take
note of that which is before
you, chelas. Mr. Bush, for instance, has made no effort to
please you the people. He acts
as if he cares not for re-election-does he not? HE DOES
NOT! If his plans continue as
scheduled--you will have no
“re-election”--you
have seen
your last President as elected
by and for the people--you will
be under control and your Constitution will mean nothing.
This week while all of you
awaited the expected conflagration--which
will probably

still happen, you have been
sold complete1 down the tubes
as a nation! Krot only did no
one effort to stop the men from
bringing the world to its knees-but you upped the ratings of
popularity.
Your dear, sweet
leaders, just spending a nice
day in the desert eating Turkey
(literally), while you join hands
and pray for their success and
comradry.
THE COUP OF
THE
CENTURIES
HAS
BEEN PULLED OFF AND
EVEN
MY
OWN
INFORMED GROUP DIDN’T
SEE IT HAPPEN!
HAVE
WRI?TEN
E
EQUIVALENT OF SOME 22
VOLUMES AND STILL MY
OWN GROUP DIDN’T SEE
IT HAPPEN!
This current maneuver of the
Elite was set up and placed in
orchestration
for final symphony while Bush so-called vacationed at Congressional recess. Now, he must finish his
task or force the war within the
next short weeks before you
have a chance to ” ull Constitution” on him. I-fe is genuinely smiling because
he
thinks he has WON THE
GAME.
=
When I get opportunity to remind
you about
Russian
Robotoids, you will perhaps
stop calling us kooks and “your
enemies”--we outlined, in the
1970’s, the entire picture and
availability
of
Russian
Robotoids and duplicates.
If
your leaders are of Russian
control, dear hearts--you will
come under the control of Russia, no more and no less--and,
you already have placed in your
councils--controlled substitutes.
These ones are further programmed by pulsed beams and
will function according to the
overall Global Plan 2000! SO
BE IT, YOU MAY MARK
MY WORDS IN THINE HISTORY ANNALS FOR THE
3
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TRUTH
WILL MAKE ITSELF KNOWN TO YOU
VERY SHORTLY, IN YOUR
EF!NTIN~~Is
ii:
Ok
BW~~O’THODSHED?
%EOE
;y
JUDGDGSZ
HAVE
THE
POPULATION
OF YOUR
PLANET BY SOME 6 BILLION OR MORE, PEOPLE!
AIDS AND CHRONIC FATIGUE SYNDROME CAN’T
DOITALLCANIT?
PULSE
BEAMS
FROM
ACROSS
YOUR POLES CAN’T DO IT
ALL! YOUR WORLD HAS
BEEN
CAPTURED
AND
YOU
DIDN’T
NOTICE.
WHILE WE OUTLAID IT IN
BLACK
AND
WHITE
PRINT--YOU STILL DIDN’T
NOTICE! SO BE IT, SO BE
IT. LOOK AROUND YOU!
OH YES, UNTO TO 12TH
HOUR YOU CAN CHANGE
OF IT IF YOU WANT TO
DO SO--YOU SHOW NO
INDICATION OF WANTING
TO DO SO.
IN FACT, THESE ABOVE
REASONS ARE THE VERY
ONES
WHICH
CAUSED
YOUR COLLECTIVE CONSCIOUSNESS
TO FORM
GROUPS
AND
CREATE
THE FALSE PROJECTION
OF A ‘RAPTURE”!
’ YOU
CANNOT
FACE
THAT
WHICH YOU KNOW YOU
HAVE
CREATED
AND
YOU DESIRE TO SIMPLY
“TAKE-OFF” SOMEWHERE.
THE PROBLEM IS, THAT
THE MAJORITY OF THE
COLLECTIVE
CONSCIOUSNESS DESIRES TO
EXPERIENCE THE ENTIRE
MISERABLE
PROPHETIC
SCENARIO! THE REST OF
THE POPULACE IS SIMPLY
“EXPERIENCING”
DOESN’T GIVE A Dk%
EITHER
WAY!
WHAT
DOES THIS TELL YOU OF

THE
LESSONS
YOU
choose for it to be too late!
LEARNED
FROM
THE
CI-IRISTED
TEACHERS
The above facts are WHY ones
WHO CAME TO TELL YOU
in your nation-especially of the
TRUTHANDASKTHAT
Zionist persuasion, push for
YOU CHANGE INTO THE
war. If you can become entanLAWS OF GOD AND CRJZ- gled in a war the U.S. will not
ATION? WHAT ODDS DO
be lost to the Zionists’ use--can
YOU GIVE UNTO GOD?
you not see that which is so
clear as the transparent glass of
FORGET IT! GOD SHALL
your finest crystal? If this plan
PREVAIL!
SmCE
THIS IS
as laid forth on the tables of
TRUTHAND HE SHALL PREEurope this day, takes place,
VAIL, I SUGGEST YOU STICK
Israel fears the short toothpick
WITH US, FOR WE ARE THE
and rightfully so--she will have
FORERUNNERS
OF
THAT
to settle for that which will be
GOD COMING TO BRING YOU
dealt out by the Controllers-HOME AND RECLAIM
THE
the elite of whom are among
KINGDOM FROM THE EVIL
her own leaders. The “Jews” of
YOU HAVE CREATED.
I REIsrael shall be the greatest
PEAT THAT WHICH I TOLD
losers of all time. THE ZIONYOU ON THE YESTERDAY-ISTS
ARE
A
MAJOR
YOU WILL CREATE A POSIPLAYER AND PART AND
TIVE WAY OUT 0-I
PARCEL OF THE CARTEL
OF P NAN
EV7Lf
XXJ
ELITE.
-0T
OF
NEGATIVE
ASPECTS
IN
TO THE PLANNERS, THE
THE PROCESS BUT. IN THE
WAR AT PRESENT MEANS
ENDING--THE
CREATOR
NAUGHT!-ZERO!
AT THE
SHALL PREVAIL!
WHAT
APPROPRIATE TIME IRAQ
YOU PERCEIVE TO TAKE
WILLFALLINTOLINEAS
PLACE IN THE INTERIM IS
OUTLINED BY THEIR SOINDEED
TERRIBLE
TO
VIET
TEACHERS
AND
BEHOLD BUT IT SHALL
THUS AND SO. IT IS ALL
MAKE
THE
JOURNEY
LAID FORTH AND YOU
INTO
TRANSITION
SO
CAN SEE IT IF YOU BUT
MUCH THE MORE JOYPAY ATTENTION.
SADFUL AS YOU CAST OFF
DAM HAS SAID HE WILL
THE OLD AND TAKE ON
RELEASE
ALL OF THE
THE CLOAK AND WINGS
“HOSTAGES”
OF GOD. THIS TOO, YOU
CHRISTMAS AND TE!I
MARK INTO YOUR ANWEEKS FOLLOWING. THIS
IS TO ALLOW ALL SECUFR%H ~I%LL P~~~~~~~RITY UNTIL THE CONTRACTS AND DIVISIONS
I suggest that you who always
OF POWER CAN BE LAID
wait to accom lish a task until
FORTH--IN
OTHER
the “deadline’ P is upon you-WORDS, YOU THE WORLD
move! The deadline is upon
ARE HOSTAGES FOR THE
you--now! In many things the
REST OF YOUR
STAY
deadline passed and you failed
UPON THE PLANET!
in your work--now the consequences are upon you. Too
Then why the concern reflected
late? Until your physical body
in the faces of the leaders? Belies dead in the coffin, it is not
cause a zillion possibilities can
too late--until your conscioustake place!
Ones who are
ness is transcended, it is NOT
NOT in the inner circles can do
too late--it is only too late if you
foolish things in the name of
‘4
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God and patriotism and it
would cause heinous consequences of inconvenience if
played prior to the final agreements.
Bush would like to
come home from his little
Thanksgiving jaunt giving you
possibility of peace to feast and
sleep upon-meanwhile,
the
armies keep building because it
is anticipated that the masses in
the Middle East may do something foolish in the name of
God and righteousness!
Will
they? Probably! It is the overall scenario of which I am giving the overview--the interim is
clouded by perturbations
of
possibilities-and I will not give
you the full picture for it is for
you to find truth and return
Myself and the
unto God.
hosts of heaven have not created a negative aspect and we
have no need to “return” to
God as do you of the planetwe are already within the shield
of God.
I suggest you stop efforting at
causing us to prove our presence and/or take action of
some sort--we have no problems in our structure and, further, we are not allowed by
cosmic law to INTERFERE
with your games until you
threaten destruction affecting
the cosmos/universe.’ AT THE
PROPER TIME YOU WILL
CALL UPON GOD AND WE
WILL BE THERE!
One reason, by the way, that no
great effort is made in full intent to take out this work is that
the elite are pretty sure it is no
threat to the overall Plan which
they have conjured and they,
too, need production in positive manner which you of the
remnant shall provide. They
already know it is but history
writing and that the masses are
not likely to act upon the truth
in any rush which threatens
overthrow of the Plan.

.-
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The final game is an effort to
cause the collective consciousness of human experience to
turn totally to the negative evil
entrapment-but
you as fragments of Creator will ultimately
turn unto God and therein lies
the real confrontation--So be it!
How many will be remaining to
make this wondrous transition?
knows-PERHAPS
HOW DO
%:Y
ONE!?!??
YOU WISH THIS TO END,
CHELAS? SO BE IT!
Could
Hatonn
be
thine
Source? Who cares? Thine ultimate Source is Creator-known as Aton, the One Light.
Ye are aspects experiencing
from that ONE source--what
difference does it make who
composes the other aspects if
ye be at ONENESS WITH
GOD CREATOR
AND IN
BALANCE
WITH
THE
WONDROUS
CREATION?
PONDER UPON IT! That
CREATOR is known by as
many labels as there are individual fragments of that Creator. I suggest you stop further
scattering of fragments and begin to pull yourself back into focus for the journey home. You
have a lot of aspect clearance
to be done and only a brief
space of non-time in which to
do of it. YOU WILL CHOOSE
OF
YOUR
DIRECTION
AND
ABSOLUTE
DECISIONS
THROUGH%:
DEC%%
AT ALL IN PERCEPTION.
THIS
IS
THE
TIME
OF
SEPARATION--THE
TIME OF
TRUTH SO THAT DECISIONS
CAN BE MADE IN Kh’OWLEDGE--YOU
WILL DECIDE.’
OR, AssuA4E THE DECISION
IS ALREADY
MADE
AND
THAT
DECISION
OF
CONTINUATION
ON
THE
PATH OF WORLDLYATTACHMENT
TO THE PHYSICAL,
SHALL PLACE YOU IN SEPARATION
BECAUSE
THE

“PHYSICAL” IS IN TUANSITION! AND THESE THINGS
SHALL COME TO PASS IN
YOUR TIME
UPON
THIS
GLOBE! SELAH!

I shall be happy to listen to
thine petitions.
I shall be
pleased to sit with you and listen--YOU
WILL
COME
INTO TRUTH ON THINE
OWN KNOWINGNESS AND
I SHALL HOLD THINE
HANDS BUT YE SHALL DO
THE TRANSITIONING!
IN
THE ENDING OF THE CYCLE STORY, GOD SHALL
PREVAIL-IT IS UP TO YOU
HOW THE INTERIM EXPERIENCE IS PROJECTED!
AHO!
May we walk together, you and
me, for I can carry you if it
need be--but ye shall do of that
which shall be done in thine
physical
manifestation--no
more and nothing lesser--YOU
WE OF
WILL DECIDE!
THE HOSTS SENT FORTH,
CAN SHOW THE WAY-THE CHRIST CONSCIOUSNESS CAN LEAD AND
CONSTRUCT THE PATHBUT YOU WILL WALK THE
PATH!
How &shall come to
pass is in thine creation or
degradation--the
choice
.
man’s! A remnant shall bii
given to transition and rebirthing--WILL
AMONG THE REl%AN$”
- OR -- SHALL THINE ASPECT OF EXPERIENCING
MANIFESTATION BE CAST
INTO OBLIVION TO VANISH INTO THE ILLUSION
OF MEMORY?
IT SHALL
BE AS YOU CHOOSE OF IT
TO BE!
DENOUNCING
THESE
TRUTHS
WILL
NOT
CHANGE ONE IOTA OF
THE
TRUTH
OF
IT!
SAALOME
Dharma,

I suggest that you
‘>
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have had enough impact this
day and much of the physical
needs preparation, so allow us
to close this segment. I suggest
that the group who will gather
this evening come in meditation within thought to come
into clarity for the game becomes most difficult from here
on into the closing. So be it; allow us to remain within Grace
that our way is made clear and
steps strong and without faltering. May we give strength
unto our brother, that we can
come again into the ONENESS
of the Source--in glory and
beauty, unscathed by the experience and into the total light
of perfection. Amen.
I move to stand-by, I shall journey with you most closely in
presence this day for the confusion of thought patterns is
giddy indeed. Salu. Hatonn to
clear.
11/17/90

TODAYS

HATONN

WATCH

Hatonn present and I request
that we move right along,
please.
I trust you are all paying attention to the confirmations which
are pouring forth upon’ you regarding those things which I
have laid forth for your,considYou are having
eration.
confirmation of things from the
presence of well-planned shelters for the so-called hostages
in Iraq/Kuwait
to atomic
weapons in the hands of Iraq
and Israel. These things are
slipping through your “nonnews media” in strange ways so
I ask that you stay right on top
of happenings.
POLICE STATE?
How do you feel about the FBI
confiscating material from a
private hotel room, without

warrant, in the presence of private security guards--in the
CNN/Noriega matter? Do you
have a police state? Is law of
no value what-so-ever
any
longer?
Is it possible, little
ones, that you have no rights?
It appears there are laws for
the elite forces and none to
protect you the people. Consider these thin s for it can as
well be YOUR fI OME!
KUWAIT “HOSTAGE”
A young and newly married
“hostage ’ in Kuwait has told
the press that he would “prefer
his wife (who had come to effort at his release not to be in
Kuwait for he I?ears for her
safety if the ‘allied’ forces attack; he has underground shelter provided in the event of attack. He has seen the shelters
which are most secure and the
‘guests’ will be the first placed
in safety within the shelters if
attack comes.” This, beloved
ones, is first hand information.
You also have confirmation
that the Russian “advisers” are
still in Iraq and Kuwait because
there is petition by the U.S.-again--to get Russia to remove
them.
You now have also been given
public
announcement
that
there are Israeli troops and
heavy armored equipment into
Lebanon-for some ten to fourteen days past and currently.
Now let us speak of the Shuttle
just launched: The government
is confirming everything I have
told you in a most interesting
manner--please attend closely.
NOW LOOK AT
WEAPONS
Look at that which the U.S. is
doing and sending into the
Saudi sector. You had better
be getting very, very nervous,

chelas, for what is planned is
heinous and a lot of people are
going to get maimed and killed.
I want you to especially pay attention to the defense capabilities of Iraq: I ask Dharma to
copy the article ublished this
week in SPOTLI FrHT as given
to Oberli. I will further remind
ou that Iraq HAS ATOMIC
LEAP ONS
AND
ALL
MANNER OF ‘DOUBTS OF
SAME” AS PRESENTED BY
YOUR MEDIA
IS NULL

A.ND VOID-YOUR
Cc4 HAS
CONFIRMED THE WEAPONS
IN STOCKPILE.
YOU ALL
KNOW THAT ISRAEL HAS A
STOCKPILE
OF
ATOMIC
WEAPONS
AND IS POISED
AND
READY
FOR
USE
THEREOF.

Quote:
Iraqi
military
strategists
have built a complex system
of trench defenses along the
Kuwaiti border with Saudi
Arabia,
reminiscent
of
those built by France at
“bloody Verdun”
during
World War I.
Declaring “they shall not
pass,” French Gen. Henri
Philippe Petain built a series of trench and other
earthwork defensei along
the infamous
salient of
Verdun. Numerically superior German forces hoped
to bleed the French army
dry at the Verdun defenses,
but the battle continued for
months with the eventual
loss of a million killed and
wounded from both sides.
Now, 75 years later, military
analysts are predicting that
something like the mass
slaughter at Verdun could
be repeated in the sandy
desert wastes along the
Saudi Kuwaiti border.
6
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After the tragedy of Vietnam, with 55,000 American
dead and the trauma of that
war still causing the nation
pain, the American people
are not ready for the repeat
of Verdun, with all its horrors-massive artillery barrages, bloody charges over
barbwire defenses, poison
gas attacks by the enemy,
etc. But this is just what
they will witness should war
break out.
FORMIDABLE
DEFENSES
From a variety of sources,
SPOTLIGHT
has pieced
together
what American
troops will be facing if the
admmistration of President
George
Bush, currently
seeking an excuse for war,
orders the U.S. military to
Iraqi-occupied
invade
Kuwait.
First, there ir a line of razor
wire, backed up by three
parallel rows of minejields,
each of which is several hundred yards deep and covered
with buried anti-personnel
and anti-tank mines, which
the Iraqi government has obtained from Red China, the
Soviet Union and France.
Between the mineji&ls are
anti-tank ditches, each about
12 feet deep and up to 10
feet wide. They were dug
with earth-movers and bulldozers obtained by Iraq from
Japan.
In these ditches, the Iraqis
have placed 55gallon drums
of deadly napalm and &
pined in crude from Kuwait%
oil _fields.
Oil-laden tankers, ready to
be set ablaze, creating a sea
of j?re, await invading U.S.
Marines off Kuwait’s shores.

I
I

Thh tactic alone would result in the worst man-made
environmental
catastrophe
in history.

.a

According to British intellifence SOLUC~S,behind the
‘obstacle belt” of oil and napalm-filled ditches, designed
to slow down or stop American armor, are Iraqi infantry,
dug into deep trenches rein~~~~~~h
concrete-coated
This first echelon of Iraqi
forces is intended to further
slow attacking troops.
A second echelon, according
to the British sources, is
strung 0uC in a line that starts
south of Kuwait City and
extends west-northwestto the
Kuwaiti border with Iraq and
txten& for some distance
into Iraq itself This second
echelon consul
of highly
mobile mechanized armored
unirs and is designed to penetrate and disrupt the attacking forces.
A third echelon consists of a
cluster of heavily armored
units north of Kuwait City. It
ti intended to be used in a
counterattack
Finally, farther north and on
both sides of the IraqiKuwaiti border is a large reserve force, according to the
Brittih sources. It is intended
as Iraq’s primary force to
defend the Iraqi homeland in
the event that all of the other
defensive lines fail.

OFFA WALL OF FIRE BY
REMOTE
CONTROL.
THIS
WILL
DESTROY
THE
EFFECTmNESS
OF AMERICXNABRAMS
M-l
TANK;r’
TARGETACQUISITION
RADAR,
WHICH CANNOT PENETRQTE FMES
AND
SMOKE.
IT ALSO PROV7DES A
“KILLING ZONE’
FOR
ARTILLERY;
IRAQI
WZICH IS IN PLACE BEHIND IRAQ’S FIRSTECHELON OF TROOPS.
Iraqi forces have also deployed hundre& of fortified
artillerypieces, ranging from
81-millimeter mortars to an
awesome array of at least
300 155mm howitzers.
l%e howitzers, which were
largely responsible for decimating Iranian infanby and
armor du+ng the eight-year
Iran-Iraq War are the best in
the world.

Iraq reportedly can deliver
the FAEs by aircraft-carried
bombs orguided missiles.
U.S. forces will also face
Iraq’s probable use of poison
gas weapons. l%e Iraqis are
known to have b&e&g
agent-type gases, as well as
the more deadly nerve gases.
It is uestionable if U.S.
troops ;Iave adequate protective wear to counter such
weapons, which the Iraqis
’ ed
can deliver either by
missile or aircraft born v s.
Few military experts would
disagree
that American
forces, primarily due to vastly
superior air and naval power,
will win a confrontation with
Iraq. X&y will aLro not d&
agree that such a victory will
not be without high cost.
As Iraq’s brutal leader, President Saddam Hussein, has
said, “We are not Panama.”

NEW TYPE WEAPON
END OF QUOTE.
Iraq has also developed, with
Gennan and U.S. technology, a new type of high-explosive weapon, which, according to Pentagon officials,
is capable of deliveting a
blast similar to a small nuclear explosion over an area
several miles wide.
Known as a fuel-air explosive, or FAE, it would be
particularly effective against
air bases, oil fiel& or troops
in open terrain.

FACE WALL OF FIRE
IN
THE
“OBSTACLE
BELT’ DITCHES, WHICH
ARE FILLED WITH THE
DRUMS
OF
NAPALM
AND WILL BE FLOWING
WITH CRUDE OIL, THE
IRAQIS
WILL
TOUCH

and shock wave.

The bomb or mirsile warhead contains either propane
gas or ethylene oxide. An
initial explosion dtiperses the
gas in the air, and a secolzd,
time-delayed detonation ignites the mixture of fuel and
air, creating a huge fireball
;
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I have already discussed, at
length, the types of cannon capability and missile power Iraq
has ready and aimed. I have
also told you that state-of-theart Soviet surveillance rand intercept equipment is available
and aimed--YOU
CANNOT
HAVE AIR SUPREMACY.
FURTHER, ALL OF THESE
ABOVE NAMED WEAPONS
CAN BE LAUNCHED
TO
ANYWHERE IN THE AREA
AT PIN-POINT ACCURACY,
INCLUDING
CHEMICAL
AND ATOMIC, TO OVER
5,000 MILES FROM ORIGIN.
YOUR WORLD IS IiV SERIOUS,
SERIOUS TROUBLE!
*******

_
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PHOENIX JOURNAL
LECTURE VIDEOTAPE

by George Green
America West is now offering a
50 minute color videotape of
publisher George Greens recent lecture at the Denver
Global Sciences Conference.
The lecture covers George’s
long history with extraterrestrials and so-called UFO’s. The
lecture explains early contacts
with Swiss contactee
Billy
Meier, slides are presented
showing various craft, and the
talk moves into recent contact
with the Pleiadeans which has
resulted in publication of the
Phoenix Journals and Phoenix
Express Newsletter.
This lecture is an excellent introduction
and summary of the material
presented by our space brothers. The cost is $19.95 (plus
6.75% sales tax Calif. residents)
plus $2.50 shipping/handling.
CONSTITUTION

KIT

For those who want to know
how they can help save our
Constitution--we now are offering a detailed kit of information
about our government and the
Constitution to help in preserving our freedoms. The kit
is available to individuals or
grouns for $8.00 oer kit. or for
$20 POST .PAID with ‘RAPE
OF THE CONSTITUTION
book included.
HELP YOUR NEIGHBOR.
HAVE YOUR LOCAL LIBRARY
ORDER
THE
PHOENIX JOURNALS.
ALSO THEY MAKE GREAT
GIFTS.
WHAT CAN I DO?

We are continually
asked,
“What can I do, how can I
help? Let me suggest a few options:

1. Start a group focused on
your specific area of concern.
2. Start a group to save the
Constitution using the kit as
your guide.
3. Become a distributor for the
Phoenix Journals.
4. Write to your representatives and local news apers.
5. Photocopy the & ress and
pass it on.
6. We are very conscious of
your privacy, therefore if you
would like to network with others in your area, please write to
us giving permission to have
your information released.
SOME OF THE PHOENIX
JOURNALS:

Space Gate
Spiral To Economic Disaster
From Here To Armageddon
Survival Is Only Ten Feet From
Hell
AIDS, The Last Great Plague
Satan’s Drummers
Privacy In a Fishbowl
Cry of The Phoenix
Cruciftion of The Phoenix
Skeletons In The Closet
R.R.P.P.*
*Rape, Ravage, Pillage and
Plunder of the Phoenix
Rape of The Constitution
You Can Slay The Dragon
The Naked Phoenix
Blood And Ashes
Firestorm In Babylon
The Mossad Connection

THE MOS;gNCONNECHotfoot for the Phoenix
by Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
Americans, to understand how
their Constitution, and Nation,
ggzY~$ng;;gg;j~

The price is $10 per JOURNAL, 10% discount on orders
of 4 or more.
California residents add 6.75%
sales tax. Add shipping, UPS
$3.25 and $1.00 each additional
or U.S. Mail $2.00 for first title
and $1.00 each additional.
Write for Quantity Discount.
Available from America West
or your Local Distributor.
Express

is $20 per 13 issues
(including back issues for the
period) or $75 per 52 issues.

Send orders and Payments to:
America
West
Distributors,
P.O. Box 986 Tehachapi, CA.
93581.
For credit card orders Telephone 1800 729-4131.
*******
It is not only what we do, but
also what we do not do , for

which we are accountable.

THANKSGIVING--the
more
perfect and devout, the more
humble and pure the soul, the
more it will be filled with the
spirit of gratitude.
,

CONNECTION.
The

“Thirteenth
Tribe”
of
Israel, now self-designated
as
“ZION-ISTS”, is in control of
both Israel and, through its po8

This book identifies
those
connections and clearly outla s
the only otentially success l!ul
course o P action open to the
peo le of America to regain
con Prol of their Nation.

In nature there are neither rewards nor punishments, there
are only consequences.

OUR NEWEST JOURNAL

.

litical influence over some sixty
percent of the U.S. Congress
and its working relationship
with the White House, the
United States of America.
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